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Call me a zit. My real name doesn't matter. Some of the reading experience is undoubtedly more influenced by the book itself. Just as the story or atmosphere can convey the reader to another reality, the circumstances of reading, the reality of the reader, can change the reading experience. I'm convinced of that. So,
what happens when you read a book about a lost 17-year-old boy who's on the verge of a nervous breakdown, who fully called me a zit. My real name doesn't matter. Some of the reading experience is undoubtedly more influenced by the book itself. Just as the story or atmosphere can convey the reader to another
reality, the circumstances of reading, the reality of the reader, can change the reading experience. I'm convinced of that. So what happens when you read a book about a lost 17-year-old boy who's on the verge of a crisis, who's filled with rage and self-loathing, who's about to commit an act of violence on innocent
bystanders, the day after an 18-year-old goes on a shooting rampage in a Munich shopping center? While we can't tell what happened inside the munich youth chief, it was hard to read Flight under these circumstances without wondering if there were any similarities between the Munich gunman and, Khachich, the
protagonist of Alexi's novel. A zit, he's a young man who never knew his father, who lost his mother to cancer when he was six and shaman with 20 foster families. He's half Irish and half Indian, and he's got more questions than answers about who he is as a person. yes, I'm Irish and Indian, which would be the coolest
mix in the world if my parents were around to teach me how to be Irish and Indian. But they're not here and haven't been for years, so I'm not really Irish or Indian. I'm an empty sky, a human eclipse. When Khachich encounters another confrontation with a pair of other new adoptive parents, he flees, is arrested and ends
up drawn to the compelling image of justice - another vengeful defector - offering the confused and frustrated Khachcon a way to make himself a matter - with devastating consequences. Fortunately for Zit, this is a novel and Alexi is a weaving artist in an element of magic which allows a zit to walk in other people's shoes
and at other times throughout American history - providing a chance for a zit to experience the consequences of acts of violence like the one he is about to commit and a chance to change his mind about letting his rage and numbness toward the world take over his life. The flight was a compelling read. It was also a
tough read. Alexi doesn't shy away from writing rough dialogue and detailing violent scenes. And, of course, it's one of those books where Elements of the story outweigh fantastical ones. I mean, where you know everything he describes must have happened somewhere, could happen somewhere now. Still, for all the
books focusing on violence and revenge, the message is about the importance of kindness and empathy. How recognizing people and their struggle can make a difference somehow. Who could survive such an epiphany? It was a father loved and father shamed and furyed a father who killed Hamlet. Imagine a new act.
Imagine that Hamlet, having been poisoned by his own sword, wakes up in his father's body. Or worse, inside Uncle Claudius's incest body? What would Hamlet do if he looked in the mirror and wondered the face of the man who betrayed and murdered his father? As I said at the beginning, it's impossible to draw
connections or look for similarities between the Munich gunman and a zit, but it's one event where current events have affected my reading experience, and when I read Flight, I couldn't help but ponder how screwed up it is when a 17-year-old (or an 18-year-old as by chance) feels that killing other people is the only way
for them to engage with the world - whether it's as a means to be heard and feel that they're important or for any other reason. There's this man again, the one who told me I wasn't real. I think he's wrong. I think I'm real. I'm back in my body. And my ugly face. And my anger. And my loneliness. And then I think, maybe I
never left my body at all. Maybe I never left this bank. Maybe I'm standing here for hours, minutes, seconds, trying to decide what I need to do. His real name is Michael. (hide spoiler)] ... Additional Author: Sherman Alexie Original Title: FlightBook Template: Paperback Number of Pages: 181 Pages First published on:
April 17, 2007 Last Edition: April 17, 2007ISBN Number: 9780802170378 Language: EnglishCateteen: Fiction, Young adult, historical, historical fiction, fantasy, science fiction, time travel, seduction formats: ePUB (Android), mp3 audible, audiobook and Kindle. The translated version of this book is available in Spanish,
English, Chinese, Russian, Hindi, Bengali, Arabic, Portuguese, Indonesian/Malaysian, French, Japanese, German and many others for free download. Note that the tricks or techniques listed in this PDF are fictional or claimed to work by its creator. We do not guarantee that these techniques will work for you. Some of
the techniques listed in Flight may require in-depth knowledge of hypnosis, users are advised to leave these sections or must understand the issue fundamentally before practicing them. DMCA and Copyright: The book is not hosted on our servers, to remove the file please contact the source address. If you see a
Google Drive link instead of a source URL, say that the file witch you will get after confirmation is A summary of the original book or the file has already been removed. (The Novel Flight by Sherman Alexi Essay Example | Well Written Topics and Articles - 500 Words, n.d. The Novel Flight by Sherman Alexi Assayag
Example | Subjects and Well Written Articles - 500 Words. 2015, After 19999, 19999 Subjects and Well Written Articles - 500 Words) The novel flight by Sherman Alexi Well-written topics and articles - 500 words. . The Flight of the Novel by Sherman Alexi Essay Example | Well-written themes and articles - 500 words, .
Quoted: 0 Times Flight written by Sherman Alexi and published in 2007 by Black Cat, seal of Grove Press. A magical realistic novel, it tells the story of a troubled Indian teenager who reached his breaking point after years of adult abuse. A zit, the main character, feels excluded from society because of his half-Indian
heritage and this abuse. Convinced by a charismatic boy named Justice to open fire in a bank, he was killed and brought about a mystical journey that changes his outlook on life. Ultimately, the novel is about managing violence and disappointment in the post-09/11 world. Flight is written in a conversational narrative,
first person by the main character. Perspective forces the reader to identify themselves and examine the urge for violence. Alexi, who often writes about young Indigenous Americans in the United States, focuses on both the psychological and sociological implications of the margins as zits struggle to balance his cultural
past with his current circumstances. February 18, 2019 By Super Humor Connection is a powerful tool: it can break down barriers, form friendships, create cultural unity, or undermine/destroy people or organizations. In ethno-literature, humor is often used to create a common space for readers to come together; Humor
helps dispel animosity by uniting cultures, using common human failures as a common denominator (Lowe 442). By fun about themselves or their traditions, minority writers are able to create a space that is 'safe' for discussion – ethnic jokes that emit the social, geographical and moral boundaries of a nation or ethnic
group, simultaneously reducing ambiguity and clarifying boundaries (Lowe 440); Through humor, it is common to ask unpleasant questions or examine controversial topics. Through humor, minority writers can bring their culture closer together and, at the same time, invite other cultures closer; Conversely, humor can be
used to threaten socially controlled structures that are harmful – The way political cartoons or Paul Ryan meme the gym are used to discredit politicians, so too can it be used to promote or stop any reason. Call Me a Zit (1) – So opens Sherman Alexi's novel Flight on a Child, Half Indian, Half Irish, All the Way
Orphaned/Abandoned, Growing Up Poor and Unloved in Seattle. Alexi, who has been called an Indian-American superstar mediated by the magazine's Men, became known for his themes of poverty, violence and alcoholism among the lives of Native Americans, but also for his mocking use of humor when telling tragic
stories based on them in reality. Humor in 'ethnic literature' is a valuable tool that can lead to a deeper understanding on the part of those who have heard the joke and greater inclusion in the community for the Joker (Section 272); That's certainly true of Alexi, and a zit hero, who usually falls for self-deprecation humor to
deal with his depression, ridicule to deal with his exclusion from mainstream society, and acute wit to deal with a society that seems structured to prevent him from finding happiness or comfort. Using humor in these ways may be universal, but it's universality that makes it such an effective tool for ethnic, especially Native
Americans in this case, writers. By framing social and cultural reviews with humor, they are able to achieve a wider and more open audience. In Flight, a novel about issues such as poverty, child abuse, murder, war violence, genocide of Native Americans, depression, and the general violence of humanity, the root humor
throughout keeps the story accessible and enables the message that these are real events, real tragedies, real social problems that need to be addressed, come through that is not heavy or preachy. Alexi said in an interview with NPR that the two funniest groups of human beings I've been around are Indians and Jews.
So I guess that says something about the humor inherent in genocide. While the genocide of his people may seem strange to his credit for his humor, Alexi is not alone in seeing how humor tends to go into pain and oppression. Kenneth Lincoln writes: Humor is the best and sharpest weapon we've always had against
the destruction of occupation and assimilation (7); For a fly-in zit, his sense of humor and his ability to mock himself and the sometimes desperate situations he finds himself in is a weapon. He mocks himself in advance with the nickname zit so others can't laugh at his complexion; He mocks happy families so he doesn't
have to feel bad about not having one; He mocks capitalist institutions (Starbucks can kiss my shiny red ass (16)) who he knows doesn't have the means to participate in - all his humour is designed to protect From further damage. Lincoln writes that the forces to heal and harm, connect and gallant, innovate and purize
remain the contrary forces of Indian humor (5). Zit's humor is designed to do all these things: heal his own wounds and inflict wounds on others, connect with authority figures like Officer Dave, and exorcise the demons of his foster families - purge the past so he can move on, innovate, to a new and better future. After
one of his many arrests, Khace meets a white guy named Jupiter in prison, urging him to rediscite the spirit dance - a ceremonial dance created by a paiute holy man designed to make all the dead Indians come back and the white people disappear (Alexi, Flight 31). Initially, zit jokes about the spirit dance - perhaps the
dancers were originally unsuccessful because they lacked the right music: they had to accept Metallica (Alexi, Flight 31) - but his jokes conceal seriousness. A zit is a 'scholar' of Native American culture, at least as much as he can use the tools at his disposal (usually television), joking about the spirit dance is his way of
making him accessible, both to justice and himself: for American Indian writers to mediate the reality of their culture, they must somehow discourage their readers, throw them off balance. The humorous attitude to tradition, native American and other person, is an excellent means of coming like this (Section 278). Jupiter
introduces zits to guns and the idea that he can somehow fix all his problems through violence, even though he makes it look like a game, using a paintball gun to scare random people on the streets as an updent to later violence he will ask khats to perform. A zit initially excited about the game, the idea of acting,
especially of a complicated and misleading game, depicts much of Indian-American humor (Ward 270), he's amused by the way people think they're about to be shot, people think they're going to die, everyone screams like a nine-year-old childhood (Alexi, Flight 33). When justice persuades a zit to enter a crowded public
place with a real gun, to a 'ghost dance', to make people disappear, it's an easy transition for a zit from their 'game' with the paintball gun to shoot people because game and danger, risk, chance, achievement - all one field of action where something is at stake (Division 270). The way justice is able to use
spectacle/humor to manipulate zits into doing something it finds abhorrent attests to the power of humor to create social change. After the shooting, in which a zit was shot and died, he wakes up in the body of FBI agent Hank Storm in 1975. He deals with his confusion and fear in this strange situation by making jokes.
The use of humor to unsent the unconventional situation reflects A staple of ethnic humour where missed expectations create opportunities for the most basic kind of comedy, that of inconsistance (Lowe 446). Throughout much of the rest of the novel, Khachitz continues to wake up in different bodies and periods of time,
always just in time to witness or participate in any act of violence — every 'life' he experiences teaches him something. As an FBI agent, he discovers that two indigenous people who were valued as heroes were actually double agents working with the FBI against their cause; In various ingratiations of the battles during
the American Indian Wars he sees atrocities and violence on both sides of the conflict. Despite the violence and horrors he experiences, he clings to his mind and his annotity; Humor can be yielding, and make the audience come to a new understanding. Humor can be instalment that any possible invitation of experience
may be arbitrary (Class 272). Having experienced life as an Indian boy at the Battle of Little Bighorn and seen countless people slaughtered, crippled and snouted, a zit wakes up as a soldier in the U.S. Army; He still has a sense of humor to joke about being an old pioneer soldier (Alexi, Flight 82). A zit learns that his
perception of reality, of war, may be arbitrary construction; That all the knowledge he gathered from the Discovery Channel may have been a creative hoax; That there were atrocities and heroes on each side of the conflict. By introducing a zit on both sides of the American Indian Wars, Alexi allowed for interesting social
commentary; While the reader can expect an Indian author only to symthetically introduce his own people, Alexi has been careful to emphasize good and evil on both sides of the conflict. Because Alexi, unlike most history books, presents a more balanced description instead of taking sides, it becomes clear that his
interpretation is intended to portray the pointlessness of the violence depicted within the novel. The criticism is not of white oppression or Indian savagery —those who have dogged the old stories—but rather criticism of the human tendency toward violence as a solution. Alexi uses humor to great effect, whether he
describes Custer's ridiculous arrogance in Little Bighorn, the interactions between FBI agents at IRON/HAMMER, the embarrassment of being a naked, elderly soldier in a crowded camp, his use of irony and building is always exhausting. Ethnic artists use this rant for great advantage, and from savage attacks on central
government and mainstream capitalist society in an intriguingly disarming way (Lowe 448); Alexi is able to say things that might otherwise create controversy after all, jokes manage to unleash a repressed or otherwise 'censored' thought through the humor costume (Lowe 442). If the purpose of this story is social
criticism, it's... Not solely for criticism of past violence. The parts that spend the day -- the many disappointments and disappointments of zits, his sexual harassment and abandonment, his interaction with a good parent that turned sour due to ego/competition -- are ongoing actions in a way that the Indian American War
doesn't. While a conflict can still exist between the Anglo-World and the Reserve, it is hardly physical. The need for a sense of humor in american youth risking ways that might not mean that those whose ednas will slit is still very important. As Lincoln writes: The need for people to break up to make fresh connections,
new unity, a semblance of society (53) is essential to the formation of an 'American' identity. Man is the only animal that laughs and cries... Because he's the only animal affected by the difference between things and what they might have been (55). A zit can laugh when he finds himself arrested at 15, he can laugh when
he holds court with homeless, drunkEn Indians, and he can even laugh when he finds himself time moving between different violent pasts because he always seems to hold out knowing that things could and would have been worse. As Alexi himself said on NPR, you'll often find that when a person is best able to cope
with violence and pain and suffering, it's the person who can accept that life is bad, but things are humorous at the same time. Because the humor of minorities often stems from defeated expectations relates to... Constant and repeated failures in his astroding behaviour to achieve his goals (Lowe 446) are simply further
critical of our flawed society. We have to laugh at what we can't control. Indigenous people have to survive[d] a common struggle and come together to laugh about it... Even if the humor hurts (Lincoln 63). The result of Khachacon's story is positive; He is accepted into Officer Dave's family, eventually offered treatment
for acne (which of course will solve all his problems), and finally accepts his true identity, ditches the nickname Zit and asks to be called Michael, which is his first name. Perhaps this happy ending is Alexi's way of saying that humanity can have a happy ending, too, if we just address our acne (which is probably the scars
of violence and oppression, right?) and find love and happiness between each other. Lincoln says dark humor... Accepting what happened in the hope that it won't happen again, (Lincoln 61) It may just be anyone's hope after reading this or any other account of the types of arbitrary and unusual violence that humans are
capable of – just because it happened, doesn't mean we as a people can't stop it from happening again. Because nothing's been fixed. Not even an injustice (Lincoln) If everyone looks at history honest, and adopts a sense of humor about themselves, maybe everyone will have a happy ending. Employee quoted in Ulxi,
Sherman. Author Sherman Alexie talks about flying Rebecca Roberts. - April 11, 2007. Flight. New York: Black Cat, 2007.Lincoln, Kenneth. Indie Humor. New York: Oxford University Press, 1993.Lowe, John. Theories of ethnic humor: how to get in, laugh. American Quarter (1986): 439-460.Ward, A. Joseph. Squealing
prayers for heaven: humor and folklore in contemporary American Indian literature. Western Folklore (1997): 267-280. 267-280.
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